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I. 
charge case. 

First I would like to put this case into perspective. This is not a run of the mill fuel 

The money sought rises to an unparalleled order of magnitude. (Exhibit # 1) 
shows that the largest base rate increase ever granted PEF after receiving detailed MFR’s, 
sworn testimony and at least 8 months discovery was $1 1 1  million. The $213 million 
increase sought in this case 91% greater than the largest base rate increase ever allowed. 

In this case Due Process is postponed to the detriment of customers. PEF uses an 
unsworn petition with no witness to take responsibility for the allegations in the petition. 
PEF seeks to process the case in 3 1 days. It is not based on known facts. It is based on 
fear arising out of speculation in the commodities market, the falling dollar and non fuel 
legislatively mandated rate increases that may or may not occur. The only investigation 
into the case was through informal meetings with your staff in which PEF proffered 
secret information out of the Sunshine to support a prophecy of doom. I have found no 
provision in Florida Statutes that justify a rate increase before a hearing except the file 
and suspend law, 366.071 F.S. which relates to base rates- not cost recovery clauses. 

PEF seeks to profit from the fact that it violated the intent as well as the express 
requirements of Order No. PSC 07-0333 PAA in June 2007 and every month thereafter. 

MOST IMPORTANTLY the use of estimated lost future sales may open a 
Pandora’s box by demonstrating that energy conservation is a failure. 

111. What does FIPUG request? 

A. Deny petition for three reasons: 1 .  because the proposed procedure denies 
customers due process, 2. because neither the fuel cost increases so far this year nor the 
projections to year end are 10% above the 2007 estimate for 2008 fuel costs and; 3. 
because PEF violated the requirements of PSC 07-0333 PAA. 

your opinion on estimates that have proven to be woefully inaccurate in the past: 

discounted by current admitted refund due customers. See (Exhibit #2). This exhibit 
shows the sum to be $50.45/ mwh rather than the $54.76 PEF seeks in order to get ready 
for what it thinks might happen next year. 

2. 
revised the procedure for midcourse correction. (Exhibit # 3) 

3. 
losses based on falling sales projections. 

Customers may begin to conserve and sales may fall because PEF already 
has nearly the highest residential rates in America (Exhibit #4) but if customer 
conservation causes a rate increase, FIPUG requests that as a matter of Extreme Urgency 

B. In the alternative if you feel you must ignore the known facts and base 

Grant an increase for the fuel cost estimate to year’s end 1.  

Deny PEF any interest because it violated Order 07-0333 which 

FIPUG strongly suggests that you ignore all estimated revenue 

C. 
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the Commission should commence an investigation to determine why conserving energy 
doesn’t work. 

Revise the fuel docket interest provisions for the protection of customers. E. 

ARGUMENT 

IV. 
requirements of 366.06,366.07 & 366.071 Florida Statutes. 

Due Process. Granting a rate increase without a public hearing is unlawful by the 

A. What is due process? The legal term due process is best explained in a 
Lincolnesque manner. Not too long ago in Tampa a Prosecutor gave a compelling 
opening argument. At the conclusion of the prosecutor’s argument the judge ordered that 
the jury retire to the jury room while the lawyers argued a point of law. Shortly thereafter 
there was a knock on the jury room door. The judge asked what the jury wanted. The 
foreman announced that the jury found the defendant guilty. In that case the defendant 
was denied due process. The decision you are being asked to give is strikingly similar - 
except that it is worse. 

B. What are the due process problems with this case? 
1. The Petition is unsworn. There is no testimony from any utility 

representative willing to be responsible. There is no witness to cross examine. There is no 
opportunity for realistic discovery. There is no opportunity for consumers to present 
evidence before their rates go up. If a later hearing shows the increase to be a mistake 
there is irreparable harm to customers unless they consume the same amount of 
electricity they did during the surcharge period. 

2. 
3. 

Informal meetings providing secret information. 
The PEF petition based on past mistakes and future assumptions 

while the known facts about fuel costs and revenues to date don’t justify a midcourse 
correction. 

customer class except customers within the residential class that receive subsidized rates. 
For example the Interruptible class of customers was overcharged $10.8 million in 2007. 
Under the PEF proposal, the $5.4 million refund remaining unpaid this year will be 
disavowed and PEF will collect an additional $ 13.6 million from these customers over 
the last five months of the year. No consideration whatsoever has been given to the 
impact this unexpected $1 9 million additional electric bill will have on companies whose 
budgets are in place and committed long ago to other operations. The same is true but 
worse for both large and small businesses on firm rate schedules. Never the less it is not 
out of order to focus on the average residential rate when considering the impact of the 
increase on Florida businesses. This is because business must go out of business if it can’t 
pass its increased cost through to the ultimate consumer, the residential customer. It must 
be recognized that the average residential rate is lower than the median residential rate. 
Even the average residential rate is not as low as the subsidized rate used for the customer 
impact illustration posited in this case. It is a higher inverted rate. A typical single family 
home uses two to three times as much as the residential customer used in the impact 
illustration and the typical single family homeowner pays a higher price per kwh. When 

4. No serious consideration has been given to the impact on any 
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considering the impact on a typical residential customer you need to not only consider 
what happens at the meter, but also what happens at the store. 

The gross receipts tax is considered in the customer impact exhibit, 
but the 14% local tax add on for residential customers and the 21% local tax on business 
is not mentioned in the petition or the staff recommendation. These local imposts are 
included in the PEF tariff. They are the right of way utilization fee, municipal tax, sales 
tax and governmental undergrounding fee. These are increased along with the electric 
bill. All of these fees taxes and charges are based on a percentage of the customer’s 
total bill and go up when the bill goes up except the municipal tax which has a ceiling on 
fuel charges and the sales tax is only applied to business. These two limitations account 
for the difference between the add ons for business and home. 

5. 

C. 
1.  

What do the statutes relating to rate increases require for due process? 
“366.06 F. S. Rates procedure for fixing and charging.-- 
(2) Whenever the commission finds, upon request made or upon its own 

motion, that the rates demanded, charged, or collected by any public utility for public 
utility service, or that the rules, regulations, or practices of any public utility affecting 
such rates, are unjust, unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory, or in violation of law; that 
such rates are insufficient to yield reasonable compensation for the services rendered; that 
such rates yield excessive compensation for services rendered; or that such service is 
inadequate or cannot be obtained, the commission shall order and hold a public 
hearing, giving notice to the public and to the public utility, and shall thereafter 
determine just and reasonable rates to be thereafter charged for such service and 
promulgate rules and regulations affecting equipment, facilities, and service to be 
thereafter installed, furnished, and used.(Emp supp.) 

2. “366.07 Rates; adjustment.--Whenever the commission, after public 
hearing either upon its own motion or upon complaint, shall find the rates, rentals, 
charges or classifications, or any of them, proposed, demanded, observed, charged or 
collected by any public utility for any service, or in connection therewith, or the rules, 
regulations, measurements, practices or contracts, or any of them, relating thereto, are 
unjust, unreasonable, insufficient, excessive, or unjustly discriminatory or preferential, or 
in anywise in violation of law, or any service is inadequate or cannot be obtained, the 
commission shall determine and by order fix the fair and reasonable rates, rentals, 
charges or classifications, and reasonable rules, regulations, measurements, practices, 
contracts or service, to be imposed, observed, furnished or followed in the future. (Emp 
SUPP) 

3. “366.071 Interim rates; procedure.-- (1 )  The commission may, during 
any proceeding for a change of rates, upon its own motion, or upon petition from any 
party, or by a tariff filing of a public utility, authorize the collection of interim rates until 
the effective date of the final order. Such interim rates may be based upon a test period 
different from the test period used in the request for permanent rate relief. To establish a 
prima facie entitlement for interim relief, the commission, the petitioning party, or the 
public utility shall demonstrate that the public utility is earning outside the range of 
reasonableness on rate of return calculated in accordance with subsection (5). 
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“(2)(a) In a proceeding for an interim increase in rates, the commission shall authorize, 
within 60 days of the filing for such relief, the collection of rates sufficient to e m  the 
minimum of the range of rate of return calculated in accordance with subparagraph 
(5)(b)2. The difference between the interim rates and the previously authorized rates shall 
be collected under bond or corporate undertaking subject to refund with interest at a rate 
ordered by the commission. . . . 

“(5)(a) In setting interim rates or setting revenues subject to refund, the commission shall 
determine the revenue deficiency or excess by calculating the difference between the 
achieved rate of return of a public utility and its required rate of return applied to an 
average investment rate base or an end-of-period investment rate base.” (Emp supp) 

Only in Section 366.071 may the Commission proceed without giving customers 
the right to be heard. The section pertains to base rates not cost recovery proceedings. In 
any event there has been no showing that the utility is earning outside of the range of 
reasonableness. 

V. It is unreasonable to use the 2007 fuel cost mistake to justify a midcourse 
correction because PEF violated the midcourse order in 2007. The 2007 violation which 
postponed customer refunds until 2008 allows PEF to now claim a fuel charge correction 
if fuel costs are up less than 2%. 
The Commission should look only at fuel cost projections in this case. It should disregard 
last year’s mistake and it should disallow interest because of the continuing violation of 
the midcourse procedure order. 

A. Before April of last year the Commission would measure the 
actual fuel costs to date against the projected fuel costs that were made in November of 
the previous year when fuel factors were set for the current year. Your staff found that the 
utilities used different methods in their monthly reports and brought the matter to the 
attention of the Commission in the 2006 fuel docket. The Commission ordered that the 
matter be spun out into a separate proceeding. The utilities proffered a new method to be 
used for midcourse corrections. The staff and admittedly FIPUG agreed in principle. 
The new method broadens the scope of mid course correction review to include past 
mistaken estimates. Order No. PSC 07-0333 PAA was promulgated in April 2007. It 
took effect for the June 2007 monthly fuel filing. It required utilities to petition for a 
mid course correction if the information showed that current period revenues were 10% 
more or less than for the “projected period.” For PEF this has created a bizarre result 
because it failed to comply with the order in June of 2007. Exhibit #3 is PEF’s June 2007 
monthly fuel filing. This report showed that PEF had collected $86 million more revenue 
to pay for fuel than it projected it would need. This is 141.9% greater than the projection. 
PEF was required to file a petition to give the customers a refund right then. It did 
nothing! PEF kept the money to enhance its working capital. By year end the over 
collection had grown to $169.3 million. PEF then offered to refund the overcharge over 
the next 12 months (an 18 month period overall). By using a 2007 mistaken assumption 
to justify a 2008 rate increase PEF only needs to show that fuel costs exceed the 2008 
forecast by $25 million. $25 million is only 1.16% greater than PEF’s 2008 original 
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estimated fuel cost. By using 2008 projected fuel costs only after the $169 million refund 
due is eliminated PEF easily met the 10% criteria. 

At a hearing in this case we will be able to find out if PEF used the $169 million 
2007 over collection money to pay for new construction. If it did it can pay customers 
about 2.5% (the commercial paper rate) to use their money, but then classify the money 
as working capital and use it as an equity investment in the cost of nuclear improvements 
for which it can charge customers up to 12% after taxes (the AFUDC rate). Focus on 
that! PEF can pay customers about 2.5% for using their money and then charge them 
about 20% before taxes on the customers’ own money. 

PEF knew about the refund due customers every month from June 2007 to May 
2008. With this petition it now seeks to negate the 2007 refund due. Worse than that it 
now uses last year’s true up to justify the increase. It has never changed its monthly 
reporting format to a method to project fuel revenues to year end. The former procedure 
was even used on the monthly fuel cost report filed two days after the petition for rate 
increase. It only projects a comparison between last November’s projections and current 
out of pocket costs. In other words PEF now wants to have its cake and eat it too. In this 
case the interest charge provision should be changed to prevent over collection abuse. 

VI. 
doesn’t work. This requires immediate Commission attention. 

The most important issue in this case is the fact that PEF alleges that conservation 

PEF projects that it will sell 2,152,164 MWH less than it originally projected. As 
a result its revenue will be off $99 million if the $46.04 / 2008 fuel factor is applied to 
this sales loss. The good news should be that this should result in fuel cost savings of 
$1 18 when the new estimated cost of fuel is applied to the revised projection, but it 
doesn’t because the fuel charge contains charges for many other things than fuel. For 
conservation to work fuel charges should relate to fuel costs only. This issue becomes 
more readily apparent in the FPL case where FPL says that its lost sales create revenue 
shortfall far greater than the revenue savings. 

VII. As section V. of this paper demonstrates there is a problem with the amount of 
interest charged. The Commission should use this docket to revisit the relative interest 
charges on over and under collections. You now use the commercial paper rate for AA 
rated companies. Currently this rate is 2.43%. Customers on the other hand don’t have 
the ability to borrow at commercial paper rates. It is not unreasonable to assume that a 
great many customers have credit card debt. Any money the customer diverts from a 
credit card payment to pay an electric bill has an interest impact of about 21%, not 
2.45%. FIPUG does not suggest this as an appropriate interest charge for the utility to 
pay. It should pay its AFUDC plus the avoided income tax factor (1.62 times the equity 
component). This will prevent abuse of the type PEF may be engaging in this case. 

VIII. The staff has suggested it would be in the public interest to impose rate shock upon 
customers now so the rate shock won’t be quite so big five months from now when other 
increases are triggered. 
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FIPUG below provides its response to the staffs justification for rate shock now. 

1. Staff. Accurate Price Signals - Approval of PEF’s requested mid- 
course correction would bring fuel factors in line with current and 
expected costs and provide an accurate price signal to customers. 

FIPUG. Rate shock on short notice is inconsistent with the oft 
repeated statement that it is Commission policy to promote 
rate stability. Because PEF and other Florida utilities recover 
fixed costs through a variable charge related to sales rates 
never give accurate price signals. For electric rates to give 
proper price signals rate structures need to be modified to be 
more like the charges of rental car companies and water and 
sewer companies regulated by the Commission which have 
base facilities charge designed to cover fixed operating costs. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Staff. PEF’s 2009 Fuel Factors Are Projected to Be Higher Than 
Mid-Course Fuel Factors - PEF projects that its 2009 fuel factor 
will rise $5 per 1,000 KWH over the mid-course 2008 fuel factor. 
Given that projection, deferral of a large under-recovery in 2008, 
or some portion thereof, would have the effect of compounding the 
rate impact in 2009 of higher fuel prices. 

FIPUG. Fuel cost assumptions are always wrong it is better to 
rely as much as possible on known circumstances. 

Staff. Prevent Possible Compound Increase in 2009 Fuel Factors - 
If the 2008 final true-up amount shows a high under-recovery, 
deferring the mid-course would compound the 2009 fuel factor 
increase. This could result from a number of events, such as sharp 
fuel price increases due to decreased gas production and delivery 
in the event of a Gulf of Mexico hurricane during the latter half of 
2008. 

FIPUG. Staff goes beyond even PEF in grasping at  
assumptions. A hurricane in the Gulf, wow! 

Staff. PEF’s 2009 Non-Fuel Rates Projected to be Higher Than 
2008 Non-Fuel Rates - Known and projected increases to non-fuel 
components of customer bills, including environmental, nuclear, 
and energy conservation costs are likely to contribute to additional 
bill impacts in 2009. PEF projects that environmental recovery 
projects will increase the 1000 kwh residential bill by $3 to $4 per 
1000 kWh. Further, the costs of the Levy nuclear units and the 
Crystal River Unit 3 uprate will begin to be charged to the capacity 
clause in 2009. These increases in non-fuel rates are an additional 
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5 .  

6 .  

reason to avoid substantial 2008 fuel cost deferral and to maintain 
rate stability. 

FIPUG. I t  is in the public interest that the fuel charge relate to 
fuel costs without regard to extraneous potential rate increases. 
As an example on January 1, 2008 PEF moved the Hines 
generating plant from the fuel cost recovery clause to base 
rates. Fuel charges for 2008 were reduced $40 million. The 
base rate increase was concealed on the customer’s bill by the 
off setting fuel charge reduction, but that fuel charge reduction 
on January 1 provided PEF 2with the ability to show that fuel 
costs have exceeded 10%. If $40 million is removed from the 
$213 million PEF says it requires then the fuel cost projection 
falls below 10% needed for a mid course correction six months 
later. 

Staff. Reduced Interest - If the Commission approves the requested 
mid-course correction, interest costs to customers associated with 
any deferral of the under-recovery would be avoided. 

FIPUG. PEF violated the midcourse procedure in 2007 
causing the justification for an increase in 2008. Interest 
payments should be denied. 

Reduced Intergenerational Inequity - Matching the timing of the 
collection of costs with the time the costs will be recovered would 
serve to reduce any intergenerational inequity associated with fuel 
cost recovery. 

FIPUG. Stated another way it is more equitable to overcharge 
customers in 2008 to eliminate the refund for the overcharges 
they suffered in 2007 and to conceal rate increases for other 
non fuel items slated for 2009. If you want to address 
intergenerational equity try to do something to overcome the 
massive intergenerational inequity mandated by the legislature 
to pay for a nuclear plant 8 years before it will come into useful 
service. 
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REVENrE REDLCTiONS AND INCREASES ORDERED 
BY ThE FLORiDA PLBLlC SERVICE COMMISSION FOR CERTAIN 

UTILITIES FROM 1960 TO PRESEhT 
Revised 02/19/2007 

(Ail Utilities from 1968 to Present) 

ELECTRIC COMPANIES 

Docket Order Date of Effective 
No. No. Order Dale Nature of Case 

PROGRESS ENERGY FL., INC. (Formerly Florida Power Corooration) 
€414-EU 02-28-62 0501-82 

O g J 1 - M  1Ml-M 

5 Amount s $ Allowable Retum on Equity 
Requested Reduction increase Set Range 

1,600,000 
513,000 

2,418,638 
728.000 

4,094,000 
1,519,213 
1,730.998 
2.Mo.W 

3564 
3643 
4139 
4341 
4488 
4654 
4804 
5619 
5904 
6094 
6289 
6450 
6794 
7791 
8160 
9451 
9577 
9854 

10162 
11165 
11628 
13771 

16552 
18627 

20632 

22437 
23910 

92-0206 
92-1197 

02-0655 

03-0876 

050945 

dompany Rbquert 
Company Request 
Cmmisiion Requhd 
Cmmirrion Requhd 
Cmmisoion Rewind 

7739-PU 
7787.EU 
9426EU 
9731-EU 

69230-EU 
69486EU 
7137GEU 

07-2225 
03-1567 
0609-68 
124148 
0507-69 
12-01-69 
12-29-72 
10-24-73 
0605-74 

01-09-75 
07-22-75 

0242-78 
07-1560 
10-02-80 
03-11-80 
07-27-81 
09-1562 
02-17-83 
10-1244 

11-1986 
0164-88 

01-20-89 

01-22-90 
12-21-90 
04-14-92 
10-22-92 

09-18-74 

04-28-77 

051602 

07-3M3 

09-2&05 

OG1-65 
014148 
OM)1-€0 
024169 
07.01-69 

C m w y  Req.& 
Comm ss on Rsqu rea 
Commss M Requ rea 
Company RequesI 

Company Req-esl 
COmpany Req.es1 
CDmpny Req-erl 

Company R e q a d  

Company Req.el1 

Company Req.e$I 

Company Reque.1 

Company Reqbsst 
C o m w )  R~qdesl  0 7 5 )  

i IncomeTaxhROE 
i Compam-Omdental 

~ ~ ~~ 

0141-70 
0241-73 
11-30-73 

18,600,000 

12.348.975 
14,500,000 
65.MX).OW 

62,325,262 

99.000.000 

1.796.m 13.75% 
1.558.016 

12,120,919 13.50% 

13.50-14.25% 

13.50- 14.25% 74061-EU 
74461-EU 
74806EU 

770316EU 

800119-EU 

04-1G74 

01-29-75 
08-22-75 
C4-2s77 
0247-78 
086680 
1047-80 
02-22-81 
07-3081 
09-2982 
02-27-83 
1C-11-84 
01-31-85 
0141-87 
010148 

0141-89 

01-01-90 
01-01-91 
04-23-92 
1141-92 
04-01-93 
11-01-93 
0501-02 

01-01-06 

(Interm) 
(Final) 

(Interin) 
(Final) 

(1"tSrOn) 
(interim) 

(Final) 
(Reconsideraim) 

(Interim) 
(Final) 

14.60% 

14.30% 

15.50% 

15.85% 
15.55% 
15.55% 
12.50% 
12.50% 

12.00% 
12.00% 
12.00% 

14.30- 14.90% 

14.30- 14.90% 

14.50-18.50% 

45,081,074 
50,767,981 
59,468,488 
54.606.W 
40.434000 
58,378,993 

83.253.wO 

8201W-EU 

830470-EU 

861096EI 
87022M1 

169,225,000 

40,827,000 
83,259.000 

-61,679,000 

10,669,000 
-1 1,879.W 

11,879,000 
31,601,000 

108.086.000 
13,320,000 9 
24,437,030 t 

14.85- 16.65% 
14.55 - 15.55% 
14.55- 16.55% 

54.ow.wo f 
121,HK).OOO 
18.5W.Mo f 

11.879.WO It 
11,879,000 

12.60- 13.60% 

10.569.m 

11.879.m 
891296-Ei 
90W35El 
910890-El 

Commssion RequYed 
Company Request 
Company Requsrl 
Company Request 
Cmpany Request 
Ccinpany Requed 

0 Eamingi ROVIW 
P Eammgs Review 

20-32 Shanng 

2004 Shanng 
2005 Shanng 

Hinsr Und 2 

2003 snaring 

R Company Request 2W6 

(Interim) 
(Final) 

31:ZMI:OW 
57,986.000 
9 660 000 t 

11.00- 13.00% 
11.00- 13.00% 
11.00- 13.00% 18:111;000 

000824-El 35,000,000 f 

23.034.W t 
18.354.585 11 
9,051,954 It 

125,000,000 

0 
050078-El 205.555,W 0 11.75% 

3 8 . ~ 1 4 . 0 ~  
NIA 

X One-time Refund 
0 Stipulation * StePlnaeare 









PROGRESS ENERGY FLORIDA 
MIDCOURSE FUEL FILING 

(MILLIONS) 
INTEREST ON UNDER-RECOVERY 

Approve As Filed 
Deny 
17 Months 
50150 

2008 2009 TOTAL - $ .6 $ .6 
1.9 3.0 4.9 
1.5 2.1 3.6 
1.3 1.5 2.8 

Interest rate used in calculations 2.736% based on actual 30 day commercial paper rate as of 
April 2008 


